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Abstract

We discuss Doppler shift and interferometric measurementsin analogy to the recently reported macro-

scopic flyby anomalies.
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FIG. 1: A particle beam flies by a heavy rotating (magnetic) object. The flyby should be along a path

parallel to the rotation axis.

The recently reported anomalous orbital-energy changes observed during six Earth flybys by

the Galileo, NEAR, Cassini, Rosetta, and MESSENGER spacecraft documented an unexpected

frequency increase in the post encounter radio Doppler datagenerated by stations of the NASA

Deep Space Network [1, 2]. These observations deserve greatattention, mainly because of the

possible consequences for theories of gravitation and electromagnetism [3].

In what follows we shall investigate microscopic analoguesof macroscopic flyby configurations

for which anomalies have been noted. We first start with a straightforward discussion of flyby

configurations and later concentrate on interferometric setups.

In a first approach consider a beam of neutral particles, suchas neutrons or photons, being

deflected by a heavy rotating (magnetic) object. The flyby should be along a path parallel to the

rotation axis. This configuration is depicted in Fig. 1.

For the prediction of the frequency shift, we take formula (2) of Ref. [1]

∆ω = 2Kω(cosδi −cosδo),

with δi andδo as the declinations of the incoming and outgoing osculatingasymptotic velocity

vectors, andK = 2ΩR/c, whereΩ is the angular rotational velocity andR the mean radius of the

heavy object.c stands for the speed of light in vacuum. In our case, asδi = 0 andδo = π, we
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FIG. 2: Mach-Zehnder interferometer, in which one beam pathis parallel to the rotation axis of a heavy

rotating (magnetic) objectO.

obtain as an estimate for the frequency shift

∆ω =
8ΩR

c
ω. (1)

One straightforward way to realize heavy (magnetic) rotating objects are stacks of data disks which

operate at about 7200 revolutions per minute, corresponding to 120 Hz or 754 rad/s. This is about

seven orders of magnitude greater than Earth’s angular rotation velocity. Typical disks have a

radius of about 0.05 m, which is about eight orders of magnitude smaller than Earth’s mean radius.

Thus, in this case,

K = 2.513×10−7 (2)

is only about a factor of ten smaller than for Earth.

Another possibility to measure possible frequency shifts of microscopic particles and light is by

comparing the phases acquired along two different paths. Consider, for the sake of demonstration,

a Mach-Zehnder device depicted in Fig. 2, in which heavy rotating (magnetic) mass is placed along

one beam path, whereas the other beam path is left unperturbed. As usual [4, 5], the computation
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proceeds by successive substitution (transition) of states; i.e., if all components are lossless, then

S1 : a → (b+ ic)/
√

2 ,

O : b → bei∆ω ,

S2 : b → (e+ id)/
√

2 ,

S2 : c → (d+ ie)/
√

2 .

(3)

The resulting transition is

a→ ψ = i

(

ei∆ω +1
2

)

d+

(

ei∆ω −1
2

)

e . (4)

As can be expected, for∆ω = 0 Eq. (4) reduces toa→ id, and an emitted quant is detected only

by D1. If ∆ω = π, Eq. (4) reduces toa→−e, and an emitted quant is detected only byD2. If one

varies the phase shift∆ω, one obtains the following detection probabilities:

PD1(∆ω) = |(d,ψ)|2 = cos2(∆ω
2 ) = cos2(4ΩR

c ω),

PD2(∆ω) = |(e,ψ)|2 = sin2(∆ω
2 ) = sin2(4ΩR

c ω).
(5)

Taking the estimate for the hard disk configuration as before, the frequency shifts are of the order

of 5×10−7 times the frequency of light or of the matter waves.

In summary, we have suggested to test the flyby of microscopicparticles along heavy (mag-

netic) rotating objects whose rotation axis are parallel tothe beam path. Because of their sensitiv-

ity, interferometric setups appear to be particularly promising.
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